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frija works on both exchange and non-exchange smartphones. the
samfirm tool works on exchange devices only. also, i recommend that you
backup your current device before you download the new samfirm. you
may need to install a different recovery like twrp or cwm in case you have
any doubt about the latest files created by this tool. next, to start the
samsung firm download process, open the samfirm tool. it opens in the
edit mode. then, select the firmware file that you want to download, as
shown in the figure. you need to make sure that you download the right
file otherwise you wont be able to install the latest firmware. after
selecting the file, you will be asked for the device model, csc or meid, and
a few other details. you wont have to change any of these details. you
just need to provide the details if you want to download the firmware of
this model. if not, then you can close the samfirm window. click on the
download firm button to begin the process. the normal download time
should be a few minutes depending on the data speed. once the process
is complete, you will be asked to reboot the phone to complete the install.
do so. in frija.log, youll find the error 102 message. its usually useful if
you want to reproduce the same error in a fresh installation of frija. to do
this, you may use the -clear option of frija.exe to remove all of your user
data, and then try to download firmware for your device using the same
set of information. z3x box download z3x box samsung 3g 2g tool 119
after device discovery, the z3x box utility will clone the firmware of your
device and install it on your computer. to do this, the z3x box device
discovery firmware create a folder, named firmware, on your desktop.
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Frija comes with the default settings, and is also equipped with many
other features like auto reboot or Force Stop. This tool has great and easy

to use interface, it is very simple and doesn't have any kind of bugs or
lags while downloading and flashing firmware. In addition, it has a very

short app to download tool that doesn't require Internet connection. Visit
the Firmware Update section of Samsung website to get the latest

firmware files to your PC. There are 2 methods of browsing the folder via
FTP & URL, and one method of browsing via Cloud. Choose your method

of choice and click the Browse button to get the download link for the
firmware files. You can also visit http://www.samsung.com/us/support/soft
ware/FirmwareUpdate/firmwareUpdate and select your S9 or S9+ device

from the dropdown menu. z3x is a simple tool that allows you to
download files from the 3g and 2g network. you do not have to be a
computer expert to use z3x. z3x is very simple to use and you can

download files from any mobile provider that supports 3g or 2g network.
this tool is free to download and has no cost involved. z3x is compatible

with all the sim cards that are available today. it does not cause any
issues with the phone. all you have to do is insert the sim card and select
a file that you wish to download. z3x box is a world-class android toolbox

for samsung galaxy phone users. it can support the latest version of
samsung galaxy phones to 3g and 2g. it is very simple and easy to use. it

can make the functions more easier for you, such as backup, restore,
unlock, root, backup manager, etc. 5ec8ef588b
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